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H. BREGER (Hannouer): Das Kontinuum bei Leibniz 
V. GOMEZ PIN (San Sebastian): Apories dans la theorie leibnizienne de l’infini a la 
lumiere des techniques non-standard 
Subsequently the philosophical aspects of Leibniz’ theory of infinity were ex- 
amined in the following papers: 
G. TOGNON (Rome): “Ad maiorem semper cultum”: Limiti e calcolabilita della 
perfezione umana 
G. MACDONALD Ross (Leeds): Are There Real Infinitesimals in Leibniz’ Meta- 
physics? 
M. MUGNAI (Florence): Infinite Analysis and Contingency in Leibniz: Some 
Problems Reconsidered 
A. LAMARRA (Rome): Leibniz on Locke on Infinity 
V. MATHIEU (Turin): L’infinito tra fisica e metafisica 
E. MELANDRI (Bologna): Infinita degli attributi e contingenza nella monadologia 
H. POSER (Berlin): Die Idee des Unendlichen und die Dinge 
H. SCHEPERS (Miinster): Welt, Ganzes und Unendliches in der Metaphysik von 
Leibniz. 
The proceedings were brought to a close by Professor T. Gregory, Director of 
the Lessico Intellettuale Europeo. During the Symposium Professor A. Robinet 
(Paris/Brussels) gave a public lecture entitled “Leibniz a Rome,” which was also 
attended by the delegates, on Friday, November 7. 
The proceedings will be published. 
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The following lectures were delivered: 
A. R. Hall (London): Newtonianism after 300 years 
D. T. Whiteside (Cambridge): The evolution of the Principiu from 1684 to 
1687 
E. A. Fellmann (Base& Switzerland): The Principiu and continental mathe- 
maticians 
P. Casini (Rome, Italy): The Principiu and the philosphers of the Enlighten- 
ment 
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D. W. Hughes (Sheffield): The Principiu and comets 
P. M. Harman (Lancaster): Newton to Maxwell: the Principia and British 
physics 
J. M. T. Thompson (London): The Principia and contemporary mechanics: 
Chaotic dynamics and the new unpredictability 
